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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Broadly, the monsoon is a large-scale seasonal reversal of the atmospheric circulation“Almost 2/3 of humanity live within regions influenced by the monsoons”The introduction today will largely focus on the Indian monsoon, although we will touch on other monsoons and although ideas to explain the Indian monsoon may be applicable to other monsoonal regions as well.Climate records suggest that development & collapse of civilizations in S & E Asia have been controlled in large part by monsoon intensityMonsoon intensity varies on a range of time scales, and it is linked to other parts of the global climate system (e.g., ENSO)Global warming is predicted to strengthen the summer monsoonThe humanitarian and economic aspects of the monsoon are tropics of intense research



One Definition of the Monsoon

• Monsoon climates are found where a tropical continent lies poleward of an
equatorial ocean

• There are characterized by:
- dry winters & very wet summers
- reversal of wind direction:

* equatorward-easterly flow in dry season
* poleward-westerly flow after monsoon onset

Clift & Plumb (2008)
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Presentation Notes
There seems to be no universally accepted definition of what constitutes a monsoonHere is the definition provided in Clift & Plumb



Near-Surface Circulation Patterns in Indian Monsoon Region

Krishnamurti et al. (2013)

SUMMER WINTER
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Presentation Notes
The climate of India is a typical example of monsoonal climateThese panels show the pattern of surface atmospheric circulation in the Indian region in summer and winterThe surface wind direction is everywhere parallel to the displayed lines (streamlines)Consistent with the previous definition, India is found north of the equatorial Indian OceanSurface winds in India blow generally from the SW in summer and from the NE in winter 



Composite Record of Daily Rainfall at Kerala (SW India)

Krishnamurti et al. (2013)

generally, 1st week of June
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Indian climate also complies with the other definition of a monsoon: dry winter & very wet summerThe onset of the monsoon is particularly spectacular in SW IndiaThis record is a composite of 80 years of daily rainfall data in the Province of Kerala (SW India)The ordinate denotes daily rainfall totalsThe abscissa shows the composite time relative to the onset dateThe onset of the monsoon is sometimes referred to as the “Wall of Moisture” …



South American Monsoon System

Silva & Kousky (2007)

DATA-BASED
ANALYSIS
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South America provides another example of monsoon.These panels show the distribution of rainfall in South America during the southern summer estimated from different datasets.The most accurate estimate is thought to originate from the “data-based analysis”.Note the precipitation maxima in the Amazon Basin, reaching 10 mm per day.



Regions affected by Monsoons

• South Asia and South East Asia

• Western Africa

• Northern Australia

• South America (Brazil, Bolivia, Paraguay)

• North America (Southern US and Mexico)

Silva & Kousky (2007)
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This is a list of regions affected by the monsoon.The list depends on the definition of a monsoon.



Part I: Rudiments of Tropical Meteorology
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Presentation Notes
A good start to discuss the  monsoon is provided by rudiments of tropical meteorology



Idealized Temperature Profile in the Atmosphere

Peixoto & Oort (1992)
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Presentation Notes
The atmosphere is commonly subdivided into different regions characterized by different T variations with altitude.The troposphere is the lowest layer with a thickness of order of 10 km (variable with latitude). Temperature in the troposphere decreases with altitude.The troposphere and stratosphere are separated by the tropopause.Processes of climatic relevance are thought to occur predominantly in the troposphere.



F. Ronday (1990)

Schematic of Tropospheric Mean Circulation
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The atmosphere is the site of a mean meridional circulation. This figure is a schematic diagram of the mean meridional large-scale circulation in the troposphere.According to this diagram, the circulation is characterized by 3 cells in each hemisphere: the Hadley cell, the Ferrel cell, and the Polar CellConsider first vertical motions:Near the equator, warm air ascends, leading to cooling, condensation, cloud formation, and precipitation.Equatorial (tropical) regions are thus characterized by pressure lows.This air becomes dry and descends in the subtropical regions near 30o of latitude, leading to pressure highs.Finally, near 60o of latitude, low level air from temperate and polar regions meet. This is the atmospheric polar front.Motion is upwards, leading to another region of precipitation and to another set of pressure lowsConsider then the horizontal motions:Low-level surface air is converging towards near equatorial region: this is the Intertropical Convergence Zone or ITCZ (more on this below). In contrast, subtropical regions are regions of low-level air divergence (deserts).Finally, at already mentioned, low-level air converge to the polar front. Note the varying altitude of the ITCZ: it is high near the equator (ca. 17 km) and lower near the poles (ca. 8 km). In the subtropics, the tropopause tends to be discontinuous. This is the region of the subtropical jet streams. Jet streams are also found in the upper troposphere near the polar fronts (not shown)



The Hadley Cell

Clift & Plumb (2008)

mass streamfunction (10 kg/s)
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Presentation Notes
This figure shows the zonal and annual mean mass streamfunction: by construction the flow is parallel to the isopleths of the streamfunction, and it is stronger where the isopleths are more closely packed.In this figure, the mean circulation is almost entirely confined to the tropics: the clockwise circulation cell in winter and the anticlockwise circulation in summer constitute the Hadley cells.An Hadley cell is characterized by upwelling near the equator, summer-to-winter flow in the upper troposphere, downwelling in the winter subtropics, and winter-to-summer flow in the lower troposphereThe dominant contribution to the northward flow in the lower troposphere during northern summer is the monsoon



Humidity Indices

Clift & Plumb (2008)
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Several humidity indices have been developed by meteorologists.This figure shows the zonal and annual mean distribution of two such indices.The first is the specific humidity, which is the ratio between the mass of water vapor to the total mass of air in a given volume of air.The second is the relative humidity, which is the ratio between water vapor to saturation water vapor. The specific humidity shows large variations (from 1 to 17 g/kg) and is maximum in the tropics and near sea level.In contrast, the relative humidity shows relatively little changes, mostly between 65 and 85%.The greater variations of q compared to U indicates that q primarily reflects variations of saturation water vapor pressure, which varies strongly with temperature.Thus, the highest q are found where the atmosphere is warmest: at low altitudes in the tropics



The Clausius-Clapeyron Relationship
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where

Saturation water vapor pressure increases quasi-exponentially with temperature
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This is the Clausius-Clapeyron equation alluded to in the paper of Clift and PlumbIt expresses the saturation water vapor pressure as a function of temperature.Here L is the latent heat of vaporization,Rv is the mass constant for water vapor (ratio of ideal gas constant to molecular mass of water),and T0 is a reference temperature.The equation shows that saturation water vapor pressure increases quasi-exponentially with temperature: warm air can hold more moisture than cold air. This equation explains why specific humidity maxima are found in tropical regions near sea level.



Moist Static Energy hm

Clift & Plumb (2008)

gzTCh P += LqgzTCh Pm ++=

dry static energy
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Atmospheric motions derive their energy from differential solar heating with latitude.The heating produces internal & potential energies within the atmosphere, a portion of which is then converted into the kinetic energy of atmospheric windsThe moisture static energy is a concept that combines internal energy due to heat and moisture with potential energy, gzThe panel shows the zonal and annual mean distribution of hm.The supply of heat and moisture from the ocean or the ground to the surface BL isets hm in this layer and is the energy source for the large-scale tropical meridional circulation.The authors see hm of the BL as a key factor in understanding tropical circulations



Energetics of Hadley Circulation

Clift & Plumb (2008)
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More precisely, the driver is the *contrast* between the energy gain in the warm surface BL and the radiative energy loss in the cooler middle and upper troposphere during downwelling, much like the Carnot heat engine.



Climatological Surface Pressure (hPa)

Clift & Plumb (2008)
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The figure shows the distribution of surface pressure during northern winter (top) and northern summer (bottom).Note the continuous belt of pressure lows at all longitudes in the tropics.Note also the almost continuous belt of pressure highs in the subtropical region near 30o latitude.In the summer hemisphere, however, the high pressure band is interrupted by continental lows, leaving high pressure centers above the ocean. In the Indian subcontinent, the summer pressure low is the Monsoon Through and, as the name implied, is a key element of the Indian summer monsoon.



Climatological Winds at 850 hPa

Clift & Plumb (2008)
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This figure shows the distribution of low-level (850 hPa) winds during northern winter (top) and northern summer (bottom).Note the trade winds in the tropical region. They converge into the band of low pressure.This region is the ITCZIn the Indian Ocean, an ITCZ is found south of the equator during southern summer.During northern summer, however, low levels winds crosses the equator, turns northeastward, pick up heat and moisture, leading to the Indian monsoon.



Climatological Rainfall (mm/day)

Clift & Plumb (2008)
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The ITCZ is characterized, of course, by strong rainfall.This figure shows the mean rainfall rate in the northern winter (top) and northern summer (bottom).In addition to India, other regions affected by the monsoon include, e.g., West Africa during northern summer, and Northern Australia and South American during northern winter. Depending on definition, other regions would also qualify as being monsoon regions.



Part II: The Indian Ocean Monsoon System
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In this second part, I will present a slightly more detailed description of the Indian summer monsoon



Climatological Rainfall (mm/day)

Clift & Plumb (2008)
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Presentation Notes
This figure shows the long-term mean of rainfall rate for the 4 seasons. CI is 2.5 mm/day and heavy shading indicates values greater than 5-10 mm/dayThe figure is largely qualitative (no specific labels reported). However, it does show high rainfall in the Indian and west African region during the northern summer and high rainfall in the north Australian region during the southern summer. These are regions of monsoonal activity.



Climatological Rainfall & Low-Level Winds

Clift & Plumb (2008)
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This plots shows two properties: the heavy lines mark regions of seasonal mean rainfall in excess of 7.5 mm/day. The arrows show the low level (850 hPa) winds (m/s). The figure provides evidence that the high rainfall rates in northern summer result from SW winds from the Arabian Sea. These winds bring moist air to India and ultimately leads to the summer monsoon in the Indian subcontinent. They also bring cooler temperatures (not shown).



Inter-Annual Variability of Rainfall

Clift & Plumb (2008)
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This figure shows the year-to-year variation of annual mean rainfall for all India and for northern Australian.Inter-annual variability is remarkably *weak* (esp. India) compared to rainfall records from other tropical regions.The dominant signal of inter-annual variability affecting much of the tropics, esp. in the Pacific Ocean, is that associated with ENSO.El Nino years (characterized, e.g., by relatively warm SSTs in E equatorial Pacific) are associated with dry conditions in the W Pacific-Indian region and is evident in S Asian monsoon rainfall. Conversely, La Nina years are usually associated with above-average rainfall.



Relationship with El Niño

All-India summer monsoon rainfall

Gadgil (2003)
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This figure shows the variation of the all-India summer monsoon rainfall over the past century.The interannual variation is not very large (STD of only 10% of the mean).Yet it has a strong impact on Indian agriculture.A relationship between minima in Indian summer monsoon rainfall and El Nino has been postulated in the literature.



Part III: Theory of the Monsoons



Classical Hypothesis

Alternative Hypothesis

The monsoon results from a strong contrast in heating between ocean and land -
It is a gigantic see breeze (Halley 1686)

The monsoon is a substantial seasonal excursion of the ITCZ from the equator
(e.g., Chao and Chen 2001; Gadgil 2003)
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Presentation Notes
The classic view posits that the monsoon results from a strong contrast in heating between land and sea (gigantic see breeze).This view, however, fails to account for some features of the monsoon, such as the abrupt delayed onset and the active-break cycle. Moreover, it does not consider the effects of planetary rotation, which should be important for a large-scale phenomenon like the monsoon.An alternative view posits that the monsoon results from the seasonal displacement of the ITCZ into the subtropics. Indeed, the ITCZ seems to follow the seasonal course of the sun, which a relatively northern position during the summer solstice and a relatively southern position during the winter solstice.The view discussed in the paper of Clift and Plumb is essentially the classic view, but founded on the concept of moist static energy



OCEAN LAND

PRE-MONSOON CONDITIONS

hm (ocean)  >  hm(land)

OCEAN LAND

MONSOON CONDITIONS

hm (ocean)  <  hm(land)

LqgzTCh Pm ++=

moist static energy
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A Regulatory Model of the Monsoon

Webster & Fasullo (2007)



Role of Orography

Clift & Plumb (2008)



One Definition of the Monsoon

• Prevailing wind direction shifts by at least 120o between January & July

• Prevailing wind direction persists for at least 40% of the time in January & July

• Fewer than 1 cyclone-anticyclone alternation occurs every 2 years
in either month in a 5o latitude-longitude rectangle

Ramage (1971)



Zonal Mean Cross-Sections of Temperature

Peixoto & Oort (1992)



Regions affected by Monsoons

Krishnamurti et al. (2013)



Conservation of Angular Momentum
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Climatological 1000 hPa Air Temperature & 850 hPa Winds

Clift & Plumb (2008)



Intra-Annual Variability: Active & Break Cycles

Krishnamurti et al. (2013)
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Presentation Notes
Within the wet monsoon season, rainfall intensity fluctuates considerably from day to day and from week to week.There are well defined active and break cycles, each of which may last from a few days to a few weeksThis figure shows daily rainfall observed over all India in 2006 and the climatological values, showing evidence of the active and break cycles



Intra-Annual Variability: Monsoon Depressions

Clift & Plumb (2008)
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Presentation Notes
On shorter time scales, rainfall is modulated by the passage of monsoon depressions.In fact, much of the rain that falls during the monsoon season is associated with these systems.The solid circles show low-level streamfunction 24 hr apart (1st frame on left on 15 July 1979). Winds are blowing clockwise around the depression centers.



Zonal Circulation

Clift & Plumb (2008)
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This figure shows the zonal circulation in the global atmosphereThe solid lines are showing the zonally (i.e., longitudinally) averaged zonal wind in m/s. CI is 5 m/sThe flow is eastward at all altitudes in the tropical regionIn contrast, the flow is westward flow at higher latitudes, with pronounced maxima straddling the equator near about 12 km (near 200 hPa): these are the subtropical jetsThe dashed lines show the distribution of temperature (CI of 10 degrees)Temperature generally decreases with altitude in the troposphere up to the tropopause (from 17 km in the tropics down to 8 km at the poles)Almost all atmospheric water and the processes influencing weather and climate are confined to the troposphere



Zonal Mean Cross-Sections of Zonal Wind

Peixoto & Oort (1992)
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This figure is another example of a zonal mean cross section of the zonal wind.In contrast to the previous figure, isotherms are not shown, so the pattern of the zonal wind appears more clearly.Again, note the easterlies at all altitudes in the tropical region and westerlies in the extratropical region, with maxima near 200 hPa



Schematic of Monsoon Circulations

Webster & Fasullo (2007)
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Presentation Notes
The schematic diagram on the left depicts the atmospheric and oceanic responses to the establishment of BL hm and hence pressure contrast between land (Monsoon Through in the NH) and sea (Mascarene high in the SH).On a nonrotating planet, the winds would blow from the pressure high in the SH to the pressure low in the NH. Two major forces in the momentum balance would be the pressure gradient force (PG, opposite to the pressure gradient) and the friction force (F, opposite to the direction of motion).On a rotating planet, the northward moving air is deflected by the Coriolis force to the left in the SH and to the right in the NH (cf. considerations on angular momentum). Thus, winds are blowing from the SE to the NW in the SH and from the SW to the NE in the NH.Interestingly, the surface winds drive Ekman transport to the SW in the SH and to the SE in the NH, i.e., in the opposite direction to the northward winds.The opposite directions of the wind and Ekman currents in both hemispheres led the authors to suggest the presence of a regulatory mechanism, whereby the enhanced northward heat flux in the atmosphere during a strong monsoon tends to the compensated by an enhanced southward heat flux in the ocean by the Ekman currents …



Krishnamurti et al. (2013)
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This figure shows the amount of rain that falls during each of the 4 seasonsThe rainfalls were measured by microwave radiometry from sensors mounted on a satellite (Tropical Rainfall Measurement Mission of NASA)This figure provides evidence that the ITCZ is north of the equator for all seasons in the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans.In contrast, the ITCZ exists in the Indian Ocean only during northern winter. During northern summer, winds do not converge near the equator in the Indian Ocean: rather, winds from the SH cross the equator and lead to the Indian monsoon, to be discussed in more detail in part II.



Summertime Rainfall from Different Datasets

Clift & Plumb (2008)
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Detailed mapping of monsoon precipitation is problematic due to relative sparseness of high-quality rain-gauge data and the highly heterogeneous nature of rainfall.These panels except the bottom right (topography) show summer rainfall from 3 datasets.In spite of differences, a pattern emerges with rainfall maxima over land linked to topography, e.g., along the Western Ghats, the foothills of the Himalaya, and the mountain ranges on the west coast of Burma (now Myanmar).



Seasonal Evolution of Winds over the Arabian Sea

Clift & Plumb (2008)
Clift & Plumb (2008)



Progression of the Summer Indian Monsoon 

Clift & Plumb (2008)
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Presentation Notes
Despite the systematic onset of the large-scale flow evidenced in the previous plot, the appearance of the monsoon is not simultaneous over S and SE Asia.Typically, heavy rains occur 1st over the eastern Bay of Bengal and Indochina (maritime continent) in mid-May. From there they extend to India to the W and to SE Asia.



Role of Land-Sea Contrast

Clift & Plumb (2008)

ocean land
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The key factor responsible for the summer monsoon is the land-sea contrast.The moist static energy over land increases more slowly than over the sea. So initially regions of deep convection are located over the ocean.Ultimately, however, the land surface becomes so warm that its hm exceeds that over the ocean, and centers of deep convection are established over land: this gives rise to the monsoon.Thus, most of the observed large-scale features of the tropical atmospheric circulation in S and SE Asia can be understood as a response to the diabatic heating in these regions.To sum up, the onset of the monsoon circulation is, as long recognized, associated with a reversal of the land-sea contrast.More precisely, it is the contrast in the geographic distribution of NL hm that would be the controlling factor.



Dry Static Energy h

Clift & Plumb (2008)

gzTCh P +=
LqgzTCh Pm ++=

moist static energy
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Atmospheric motions derive their energy from differential solar heating with latitude.The heating produces internal & potential energies within the atmosphere, a portion of which is then converted into the kinetic energy of atmospheric windsThe dry static energy is a concept that combines internal energy, CpT, with potential energy, gzThe left panel shows the zonal mean distribution of h. It is seen that h increases with altitude at all latitudes: for example, to move from the surface to an altitude of 10 km, one kilogram of surface air must acquire a dry static energy of more than 3.2 x 10**5 J.



Energetics of Hadley Circulation

Clift & Plumb (2008)
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Presentation Notes
The left panel illustrates the thermodynamical driving of the meridional tropical circulation according to the concept of dry static energy (h)Air is supplied with heat and moisture in the surface boundary layer (BL)Air thus gains energy in this boundary (cf. h=CpT+gz=Cp at z=0)The air parcels move up and acquire higher h, a process facilitated by the release of latent heat during water vapor condensation.Air looses energy during the descent: the adiabatic warming during the descent (due to compression) leads to enhanced emission of thermal radiation. So we have heating in the updrafts & cooling in the downdrafts.According to the authors, this description is imperfect for many reasons.A more precise description would posit that the driver is the *contrast* between the energy gain in the warm surface BL and the radiative energy loss in the cooler middle and upper troposphere during downwelling, much like the Carnot heat engine.To incorporate this new description, latent heat release should not be regarded as an external source of energy but as an internal property of an air parcel. This is done by augmenting h to include the presence of moisture, Lq.
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